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ABSTRACT
Periodic pattern mining consists of finding patterns that exhibit ei-
ther complete or partial cyclic repetitions in a time series. Past stud-
ies on partial periodic search focused on finding regular patterns,
i.e., patterns exhibiting either complete or partial cyclic repetitions
throughout a series. An example regular pattern of Bat, Ball stats
that customers have been purchasing items Bat and Ball alost ev-
ery day throughout the year. The type of partial periodic pattern
is recurring patens, i.e., patterns exhibiting cyclic repetitions only
for particular time intervals within a series. Its a very difficult task
to identify those periodic frequent patterns within given threshold
in time. To overcome these problem, we introduced modification
in traditional PR-tree structure. And this structure improves over-
all efficiency by running time, Periodic Frequent Pattern generation
and Memory consumptions
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the combination of different technique like data
base, data warehouse, pattern mining, data visualization, signal
processing etc. Data mining uses these techniques to extract the
knowledge or pattern from the large collection of data.[1]
Time series is a collection of events, obtained from sequential mea-
surement over time. Thus, time series contain sequence values that
repeated interval of times. Hence, it results into very large database.
We observed that it is tedious to mine periodic pattern in very large
database, the reason is that the occurrence behavior of the pattern
can differ over a period of time affecting periodically occurring pat-
terns to be periodic or not periodic; users might be interested to find
only those patterns that might have appeared almost periodically all
over the database.
In real world customers buy seasonal products, for example cus-
tomer buy a woolen cloths in winter umbrellas and raincoats in
monsoon and air conditioners in summer, Thus to decide which
products are in high demand is a periodic task, this is called recur-
ring patterns that exhibiting periodic behavior only for particular
time intervals with in a series. The purpose of this paper is to dis-
cover recurring patterns by addressing mining challenges.
Unfortunately, finding recurring patterns is a non-trivial task be-
cause of the following reasons:

(1) Each recurring pattern is associated with time stamp pertain-
ing to its durations of periodic appearances within the data.

Obtaining this information is challenging because the informa-
tion can vary within and across patterns. Most current periodic
pattern mining approaches take into account a time series as a
symbolic sequence; so, it did not take into account the actual
temporal information of events.

(2) Since regular patterns exhibit periodic behavior throughout a
series with some exceptions, regular pattern mining algorithms
do not obtain temporal information pertaining to the durations
of periodic appearances of a pattern within the series. As a re-
sult, these algorithms cannot be extended for finding recurring
patterns.

(3) In real-life, recurring patterns involving rare items can be inter-
esting to users. For example, the knowledge pertaining to rare
events, such as cascading failures, are more important than reg-
ular events for a network administrator. However, finding such
patterns is difficult since rare items appear infrequently in the
data.

In this paper, we propose a model that addresses all the above-
mentioned issues while finding recurring patterns. In particular, our
model takes into account time series as a time-based sequence and
models it as a transactional database with transactions ordered in
respect to a particular timestamp (without loss of generality). Our
model consists of three novel measures, periodic-support, periodic-
interval and recurrence, to determine the dynamic periodic behav-
ior of recurring patterns. Periodic-support determines the number
of consecutive cyclic repetitions of a pattern in a subset of data.
Periodic-interval determines the time interval (or window) pertain-
ing to the periodic appearances of a pattern within a series. Recur-
rence determines the number of interesting periodic intervals of a
pattern. Finally, we propose a pattern-growth algorithm along with
an efficient pruning technique to discover recurring patterns effec-
tively. We call our algorithm recurring pattern-growth (RP-growth).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
work on mining periodic patterns. Section 3 introduces our ap-
proach of recurring patterns. Section 4 presents RP-growth. Sec-
tions 5 reports on the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes the paper with future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Since the presentation of fractional intermittent examples of peri-
odic pattern [2], the problem of finding these examples has got a
lot of attention. They demonstrate utilized as a part of every one
of these examinations, in any case, continues as before. That is,
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it considers a period arrangement as an emblematic grouping and
discovers all examples utilizing the accompanying two stages:

(1) Partition the symbolic sequence into distinct subsets (or
period-segments) of a fixed length (or period).

(2) Discover all partial periodic patterns that satisfy the given min-
imum support (minSup), which controls the minimum number
of period-segments that a pattern must cover though the se-
quence.

In the research done by Syan Tanbeer [3] discovered a novel con-
cept for mining in transactional databases.A major limitation of the
above studies is that did not take into account the actual temporal
information of the events within a sequence.
In visit pattern mining, minSup controls the base number of ap-
pearances of an example all through the information. Notwithstand-
ing, in halfway occasional design mining, minSup controls the base
number of occasional appearances (or cyclic repetitions) of an ex-
ample all through the information. Therefore, the halfway occa-
sional examples found in all the above examinations [5] [6] [7]
[8] [9] leads to normal examples. To address this issue, Ma and
Hellerstein [4] modeled a time series as a time-based sequence and
proposed a model to discover a class of partial periodic patterns
known as p-patterns. In this model, an any pattern is considered
partial periodic if its total number of periodic appearances through-
out the sequence satisfies the given minSup. It should be noted that
the concept of minSup is not the same in both frequent pattern min-
ing and partial periodic pattern mining. In frequent pattern mining,
minSup controls the minimum number of appearances of a pattern
throughout the data. Our study, on the other hand, was focused on
discovering recurring patterns in a time-based sequence. Moreover,
Ma and Hellersteins model cannot be extended for finding recur-
ring patterns. The reasons are as follows:

(1) Their model fails to obtain the temporal information pertaining
to the durations of periodic appearances of a pattern within the
data.

(2) Finding p-patterns with a single minSup leads to the dilemma
known as the rare item problem [10].

If minSup is set too high, those patterns that involve rare items not
be found. To find patterns involving both frequent and rare items,
minSup must be set very low. However, this can lead to combina-
torial explosion producing too many patterns. In particular, many
uninteresting aperiodic patterns can be discovered as partial peri-
odic patterns. For example, if we set a low minSup, say minSup =
5%, then we will be discovering an uninteresting aperiodic pattern
that has only 5% of its periodically appearances throughout the data
as a partial periodic pattern.
Manziba and Farhan[11] introduced a new method of periodicity
mining in time series database to generate patterns by addming
more flexibilities and choices to user. In their approach they pro-
vided better user interaction to user for providing periodic val-
ues and number of intermediate events. R.Uday Kiran introduced
a novel method based on frequent pattern. Related work done in
the above research [12] stated FPPM can measure variable length
flexible periodic patterns by neglecting unimportant or undesired
events.

3. PROPOSED METHORD
In this section, we first introduce existing pruning technique to re-
duce the computational cost of finding patterns.
The space of items in a dataset gives rise to a generation of subset
lattice. An item-set lattice is a conceptualization of search space

Fig. 1. Traditional RP-Tree structure.

while finding user-interest patterns. The anti-monotonic named
property helpful for reduce the search space [13]. Unfortunately, re-
curring patterns never satisfy this property. In impact of that search
space, which in turn increases the computational cost of new find-
ing recurring patterns.

Erec(X) =
∑|psx |

i=1
(

psx
i

minps
) ifErec(X) < minRec

The Erec(X) signifies the upper bound of recurrence that a super-
set of X can have in the database. Thus, we call Erec(X) will be
estimated maximum recurrence of a superset of X .
To address this issue, RP-growth introduced an alternative tree
structure known as an Recurring Pattern-tree (RP-tree) [12]. RP-
growth algorithm involved the following two steps:

(1) construction of an RP-tree and
(2) recursive mining of the RP-tree to discover the complete set of

recurring patterns

Authors of RP-growth also introduced improved structure of Tree
as shown below. Only Last item of pattern contain transaction list
in RP-Tree structure.

3.1 An Idea
We introduce modification in RP-tree with size indication of trans-
action list includes a prefix-tree and a candidate item list, called the
RP-list. The RP-list consists of each distinct item with support, es-
timated maximum recurrence (Erec), and a pointer pointing to the
start node in the prefix-tree carrying the item.
RP-tree explicitly maintain the occurrence information for each
transaction by keeping an occurrence timestamps list, called a ts-
list. To achieve memory efficiency, only the last node of each
transaction maintains the ts-list which is already given in existing
method, and we introduce new parameter size count of transaction
list. The conceptual structure of an extended RP-tree is shown in
figure 3.1. This extended tree contains one extra size parameter,
else structure same as existing approach. The size parameter stores
count of transaction list; it will utilize when further scanning of
RP-tree.
Old method maintains list called subDB , which store pair of
first node (startTS) and last node (endTS) from transaction
list (ts) for each node. It is used to get recurrence of pattern
(getRecurrence). This process repeated every time whenever re-
currence count wanted. To remove this bottleneck, we introduce
change in RPtree structure. Algorithm to solve above mentioned
issue represented in ALGORITHM 1
As we observe from above ALGORITHM 1, it reduces iterations
for traversal of tslist of given pattern.
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Fig. 2. Modified structure of RP-Tree

Table 1.
Dataset

Dataset Name # of Transactions # of Items Kind

T10I4D100K 100000 941 Synthetic
Retail 88162 16470 Real world

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate proposed modified RPtree structure in
traditional RP growth, codebase was given by author for extending
method. The base algorithm written in GNU C++ of Ubuntu 16.04
with 16 GB of primary memory. as author of base paper already
declared that time-based sequences dataset not available publically.
Datasets that are used while in experiments mentioned below. We
take two different kind synthetic and real world to measure correct-
ness of proposed method.

4.1 Results and discussions
All the results presented in this papers are average of three con-
secutive readings. We considered three different minPS values
for our experiments those are 360, 720 and 1440 respectively.
Experimental result dispute runtime(mining), Periodic Frequent
pattern generation from RP-tree(PF ) and Memory consumption
(MB) with traditional method. Below graphs shows the mining
and PF time as well as MBs required by RP-growth vs Proposed
while mining the recurring patterns in databases. The changes in
the per, minPS and minRec threshold values shows a different
eects on runtime consumption as in the generation of recurring
patterns. The proposed algorithm exposed the complete set of
recurring patterns at a judicious runtime even at low minPS
thresholds.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new extension of partial periodic patterns known as
recurring patterns and discussed the usefulness of these patterns in
various real-world applications. The patterns discovered with the
proposed model do not satisfy the anti-monotonic property. There-
fore, we proposed a modified tree structure for pruning technique
to reduce the overall cost of mining these patterns. We also pro-
posed an algorithm to discover the recurring patterns effectively.
Experimental results dispute the algorithm is able to find rare items
problem as previous method and so the algorithm is efficient. The
usefulness of the recurring patterns was discussed by comparing
them against the periodic-frequent and p-patterns
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